
KATHRYN MARKEL FINE ARTS PRESENTS A GROUP EXHIBITION
CURATED BY NANCY COHEN

Soundings features Cristina De Gennaro, Dale Emmart, Reeva Potoff, And Barbara
Zucker in New York City February 17 - March 26, 2022

NEW YORK, NY –– January 28rd, 2022 –– Kathryn Markel Fine Arts is pleased to announce
Soundings, an exhibition curated by Nancy Cohen with work by Cristina De Gennaro, Dale Emmart,
Reeva Potoff, And Barbara Zucker. The show accompanies Cohen’s solo show, Walking a Line, and
will be up from February 17th to March 26th. Cohen has written about the concept behind the
exhibition and about each artist below.

Sounding: To make a sounding is to dip a string into water to measure its depth, to understand it in a way that
would otherwise not be obvious. For a researcher, it provides information needed before the work can
proceed.

The artists in Soundings make work that is visually engaging and beautiful, much of  it initially communicating
in the language of  abstraction. But as the viewer digs deeper into the work, looking more carefully, letting
questions bubble to the surface, reading the titles -- a greater complexity and layered meaning reveals itself.
You can begin to see how the course of  action unfolds.

The artists in this show make work that involves research into nature, culture, science, and the body. Through
their individual investigations they have developed personal and unpredictable visual languages to express
their findings.



Cristina de Gennaro considers the sublime through decay and regeneration. Her landscape drawings closely
study the flora that comprise the desert and forest floors, exploring tensions between pattern and complexity,
beauty, and chaos.

Dale Emmart studies our atmosphere. Her works on paper reference urban exhaust, industrial fumes, and
smoke generated by city environments, suggesting complications of  industry and climate. The edge between
description and abstraction is her primary motivation.

Beginning several years ago with mold accidentally grown in a coffee cup in her studio, Reeva Potoff  has been
focusing on microbial activity, photographing, and developing that initial growth into complex digital prints
that belie their origins.  Scroll-like prints are incorporated into visceral installation-based work speaking about
the transient nature of  life.

“Nose Job” and “Liposuction Buttocks” are two sculptures’ from “For Beauty’s Sake” Barbara Zucker’s 1994
Artist’s Space exhibition examining cosmetic surgery. With her characteristic deadpan humor, fierce wit, and
impeccable precision this work will make you laugh while you wince in emotional and physical pain at the
same time.

IMAGE CAPTIONS (L to R)
Dale Emmart, Paper Plume 21, 2021, ink and gouache on paper, 45 x 43 in.
Cristina De Gennero, Sage XII 2021, charcoal on mylar, 42 x 42 in.

MEDIA CONTACT
Debra Marcoux
Debra@markelfinearts.com

ABOUT KATHRYN MARKEL FINE ART
Established in 1975 with the belief  that significant contemporary art can be beautiful as well as visually and
intellectually rigorous, Kathryn Markel Fine Art is committed to the experience of  discovery and collecting at
the highest level. Committed to serving a deep network of  collectors and institutions, Kathryn Markel Fine
art showcases a diverse array of  primary market artists, unified by excellence in their craft, compelling
intellectual framework, and a love of  the art-making process.https://www.markelfinearts.com/
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